
DANCE
A good relationship has a

pattern like a dance and is built
on some of the same rules. The
partners do not need to hold
on tightly, because they move
confidently in the same pattern,
intricate but gay and swift
and free, like a country dance
of Mozart's. To touch heavily
would be to arrest the pattern
and freeze the movement, to
check the endlessly changing
beauty of its unfolding. There
is no place here for the posses-
sive clutch, the clinging arm,
the heavy band; only the barest,
touch in passing. Now arm in
arm, now face to face, now
back to back-it does not mat-
ter which. Beca~se they know
they are partners moving to the
same rhythm, creating a pattern
together, and being invisibly
nourished by it.

-Anne Morrow Lindbergh
Gift from the Sea, 1955

AII-PurpDse, Fill-in-the-Blanks,
Meaningful Relationship CDntract

We, . . '" and , desire to enter into a
MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP. We reject the notion that ..

... and believe instead that is more important,
and, therefore, being of sound. ....and body, and having
a clear of this MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP
CONTRACT, do freely and in good choose to en-
ter into this MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP CONTRACT
until ..

I. Others
..................... and (hereinafter referred to as THE
PARTIES) believe that their MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP
will. . be.. ...by. . with others.

THEREFORE, THE PARTIES agree to allow each other
absolute. ., acknowledging their about

....beyond this MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP.

II. Children
ANY resulting from this MEANINGFU.L RE-

LATIONSHIP will be alternately taken into consideration by THE
PARTIES. Children born on even-numbered days will be the re-
sponsibility of ..., whereas children born on ........
..... .numbered days will be the responsibility of ....
Both PARTIES will assume full responsibility for conception,
placental nurture, labor, delivery, nursing, and postpartum depres-
sion except in the event of (See Clause I, above).

III. Religion
THE PARTIES agree to .... out-of-the-body ex-

periences with anyone external to the MEANINGFUL RELA-
TIONSHfp.

IV. Domicile
INASMUCH as THE PARTIEs agree that it is possible to hire

someone to do any task deemed by one or the other or both of
T~E PARTIES as disagreeable, and INASMUCH asTHEPARTIES
are aware that the removal of this task as a source of disagree-
ment would only shift the focus of the problem to the true dis-
content between THE PARTIES and therefore disturb the MEAN-
INGFUL RELATIONSHIP, THE PARTIES choose to ..

V. Communication
THE PARTIES agree that pursuant to a MEANINGFUL RE-

LATIONSHIP both. .. and will practice
r---------------, techniques in the interests of things out.
There are 3,000 American hus- THE PARTIES agree to carry on meaningful communication
bands today who are over sev- of feelings at all times unless and except on
enty-flve and have wives un- ,.nights, when .. or when one or the other of
der twenty-five; 2,000 women THE PARTIES does or does not feel like it.
over fifty-five have husbands VI. Names
under twenty-five.

L... ---' THE PARnES agree that is an interesting name
but that a by any other.. smells just

WHAT CAPTIVITY
KILLS

Man has succeeded in enslav-
ing woman; but in the same de-
gree he has deprived her of what
made her possession desirable.
With woman integrated into
family and society, her magic
is dissipated rather than trans-
formed; reduced to the condi-
tion of servant, she is no longer
that unconquered prey incarna-
ting all the treasures of nature.

-Simone de Beauvoir
The Second Sex, 1953

as.

VII. Careers
IN THE EVENT THAT..receives a six-figure job

offer from a firm on the Coast and ....•........
receives a six-figure job offer on the Coast,

THE PARTIES agree to live in AKRON, OHIO.

VIII. The Ineffable
THE PARTIES, being thoroughly acquainted with modern sci-

entific psychology, believe that " is simply a ..
........... plot and that therefore does not impinge
in any way uppn this MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP.
Signed and solemnized this day of.. .

by ' and
-drafted by GWYlI'!!th Cravens,

a contributing editor of Harper's

REVERSING FIELD
What if it were hard to get

married and easy to get di-
vorced? The present laws rein-
force the wrong impulse at the
right time and the right impulse
at the wrong time. Getting mar-
ried, not getting divorced, should
be a process.

Divorce has been the great
American growing-up syndrome
While it's true that pain am'
fear sometimes do start a new
maturing period, it would bt
more sensible to base our lega
and social rituals on the oppor
tunity rather than the problem

What if we had to prove com
patibility to get married just a
we now have to prove incom
patibility to get divorced?

What if our customs and law
enforced trial marriages just a
we now have trial separations

What if marriage and se
counseling, as well as proof a
agreement about property an
progeny, came at the beginnin
of marriage instead of the end

What if an organization c
people who love were former
and they held weekend grou
sessions with people who wei
thinking of getting married, wit
the idea that a couple from th
organization had to "sponsor"
couple planning marriage?

With possibilities like thes
there would be some assuram
tha t the partners in a marriai
would understand it as a livini
learning process. Divorce th:
would simply be the admissk
that the couple is not learnii
together and that each memb
needs to go and learn separate
for a while. -Martha Stus
Martha Stuart produces videota
programs.

IDEA!
We all have moments of S1

cial transparency when an i
mutable law of th unive:
curls into aphoristic form a
presents itself to us with su
ning simplicity and elegan
For example: "Buttered to
always falls facedown." (
"The chief cause of problem!
solutions." Or trmmrn WJ
are your favorite universal lav
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